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My Hypothesis today…

We don't do a good job of explaining 
the benefits of lower speeds

• To politicians

• To the media

• To the general public

Corollary:

We could do a lot better…



Apparently lower speeds are everywhere in NZ…

• And people are grumpy about them…



Public Pressure leads to Political Pressure…

• How did we go from 85% of 

NZ highways being too fast to 
only targeting the "1% worst"?



Why do people object to Lower Speeds?

• “It takes a lot longer to get somewhere”

• “More driver fatigue/frustration will result in more crashes”

• “People won't obey the new speed limits, so why bother?”

• “It doesn’t improve safety, accidents still happen there”

• “You need to fix the roads and focus on bad drivers instead!”

• “I have to watch my speedo more, so I'll be more distracted”

• “It’s just revenue gathering for the Police”

• “Modern cars are much better at handling speed”

• etc, etc…



“It’s not speed that causes accidents,
it’s poor driving and poor roads”

Reality check:

• We’re all human (and make 
mistakes & poor decisions)

• It's not just "bad drivers"…

• We could never afford (nor 
justify) to fix every road in NZ

• In fact, very few of them…

Even if road users followed all the road rules, fatalities 

would only fall by around 50% and injuries by 30%



We need Other People to understand the 
Actual Implications of their Speed Choices

• Remember this Aust/NZ Speed Advert?

• Prof Ian Johnston, ex MUARC

• Effect of 60 km/h vs 65 km/h approach speed

• Impact speed 45m away: 5 km/h vs 32 km/h

People don't understand the exponential impacts of speed…



SAFETY: Lots of overseas evidence
But we already have NZ evidence too…
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Evidence is all very well and good, but…

• The number of NZ case studies is still relatively small

–Comprising a tiny fraction of the country’s road network

–Overall national statistics for DSIs have yet to be greatly affected 
by these implemented sites  contributing to public scepticism

• Individual road sections/areas implemented to date tend to 

have few crashes or were introduced only fairly recently

–Despite showing good downward trends in casualty numbers, it is 
difficult to get stat. significance to these individual sites so far

• Continuing resistance to introducing lower speeds on rural 
roads, despite their greater contribution to road deaths



Example: Lower Speed Limits in 
suburban Christchurch, NZ

• Recent Christchurch consultation (Jan-Apr 2023)

• Comprehensive 30/40 km/h speed limits for many suburbs

Would we see crash/injury reductions in our suburban areas?

• B/A analysis of three previous suburban lower speed areas
• Addington west (May 2018)

• Sumner (Oct 2019)

• Papanui west (Nov 2019)

• In each case, I compared with a nearby "control" area
• Used these to estimate the "expected" numbers afterwards

• Helped to account for any external effects too e.g. C19 lockdowns



Christchurch Suburban Case Studies:

Addington west (30 May 2018)
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Christchurch Suburban 
Case Studies: Sumner (25 Oct 2019)



Christchurch Suburban Case Studies:

Papanui west (4 Nov 2019)
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Christchurch Suburbs: Some observations

• The crash/injury numbers for each area aren't big

–But collectively across all three it makes a notable difference…

–Biggest savings in injuries reduced (from less severe crashes)
Change in expected injuriesTotalControl SiteTreated SiteAddington

-87.5%% Reduction918Before

2.359Chi-Sq value422After

0.125p-value13310

TotalControl SiteTreated SiteSumner

-56.3%% Reduction1578Before

1.340Chi-Sq value18126After

0.247p-value331914

TotalControl SiteTreated SitePapanui

-44.4%% Reduction16106Before

0.375Chi-Sq value862After

0.540p-value24168

TOTALCONTROL SITESTREATED SITESCOMBINED

-59.1%% Reduction401822BEFORE

3.243Chi-Sq value302010AFTER

0.072p-value703832



Possible ways forward

A multi-targeted approach

• Start with the "low hanging fruit"
• Locations where lower speed limits are already self-evident

• Locations where communities are already asking for lower speeds

• Don't get hung up on strict compliance with new limits
• Try posted limit changes first, then engineering where necessary

• Provide common material to pre-empt typical concerns
• Waka Kotahi should take the lead on this (incl. TV adverts)

• Local councils can customise to suit their local issues

• More media about people who just made a mistake

• Highlight all the non-safety benefits too…



• Suburban/CBD shopping streets

• Residential traffic calmed areas

• School zones

• Unsealed/winding/narrow rural roads

Possible ways forward

Start with the ‘Low Hanging Fruit’



Possible ways forward

Countering the Rural Resistance

• Highlight the success of the implemented sites in NZ so far

• And the likely safety gains for the proposed areas

• Take "baby steps" (e.g. 100  90  80  60)

• Focus on the changes in mean speeds, not %complying

• An observed speed reduction of some degree is a safety win…

• Find people who can speak to reduced stress of lower speeds

• Incl. Travellers and Adjacent residents

• Calculate the actual (not perceived) travel time increases



70        80       90      100 110

Mean = 90 km/h

70        80 90      100      110

Mean = 85 km/h

Key question is not “is everyone complying?” 

but rather: “have traffic speeds gone down?”



Travel time example: SH75 Christchurch-Akaroa (80km)

Just 5½ minutes (or 8%) difference…



Finally - Keep reminding people:
Speed always affects the CONSEQUENCES

(it affects the 

likelihood too)

Based on Scott & Mackie 2014

We are more interested 

in reducing fatalities 
and serious injuries –
NOT reducing crashes



Thank You!

• Any Questions?

• glen@viastrada.nz

GKoorey


